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The year 2003 changed the world in many respects. The independent, oil-rich nation of Iraq was invaded by American and British forces without cause, while the shadowy “War on Terror” reached new heights in America.

As a direct result of the events of September 11, 2001, the “Patriot Bill” greatly expanded the federal government’s power to spy on its citizens. The new Department of Homeland Security (DHS) quickly became a strategic partner with the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), and the National Security Agency (NSA) while the “U.S. Spy Industry” as a whole spent billions on “nano-technology”.

“Nano” is defined basically as “one-billionth of a meter” and “NanoTech” is easily the hottest new science on the planet. A 2003 report advises: “In the USA, senior science policy makers and industry players are devising a new-style 'Manhattan' or 'Apollo' project to merge strategic technologies at the nano-scale (one billionth of a meter). Their aim is to combine biotechnology, information technology and cognitive (neural) science with atomtechnology at the nano scale.

The operative unit in information science is the Bit; nanotechnology manipulates Atoms; cognitive science deals with Neurons and biotech exploits the Gene. Together they make B.A.N.G. Merging these technologies into one, proponents say, will drive a huge industrial revolution and a societal "renaissance" that will guarantee American dominance - military and economic - through the 21st century.”

In other words, the U.S. GOVERNMENT, beginning in 2003, has to date spent untold billions of dollars to create and deploy the ultimate tool of WORLD CONTROL AND PLANNED GENOCIDE – the science of “nano” RFID (radio frequency identity) chips and nano-robotics all connected to and driven by a master, all-powerful super computer with a truly amazing artificial intelligence.

This paper will identify the major players in this field, and expose the hidden agendas of those whose desire is to erode personal freedom in the quest for unlimited earthly power and wealth. This paper will show how the NSA, (which today controls the world’s BITS or information-retrieving technology) has partnered with an extremely dangerous paramilitary, mercenary, private corporation named DynCorp International to drastically curtail human population levels on the Earth, while placing the survivors under complete and total, super-computer-driven mind control. Sound incredible? Of course it does, but please, read on before judging!
I know how incredibly bizarre and radical that last paragraph sounds. I will grant you that it may seem to you as if this author has been reading too many science fiction novels – but I humbly submit, that truth is often stranger than fiction – especially in the nano-tech world.

Dear reader, you can choose to take the “blue pill” and read no further. You have the choice to keep your blindfold on tight. Or, you can choose to take the “red pill” and read on and see just how deep the rabbit hole goes. Remember the immortal words of Thomas Jefferson: “The Price of Freedom is ETERNAL VIGILANCE.” In today’s world, “eternal vigilance” is even more vitally important – as the tools and practices of the enemies of personal freedom have become increasingly sophisticated and devious.

Each month there are new and incredible breakthroughs in this exploding NANOTECH field. This is all the more reason to be alert and vigilant about what is happening on this front. America MUST make some important and monumental decisions NOW – or face the dire consequences in just a few very short years.

**BIOTECH + INFORMATION TECH (I.T.) + NEURON SCIENCE = BIRTH OF N.W.O.**

Whether the average American believes it or not, it is a well-documented fact that a select few “elite” families have been striving to create a “New World Order” since the early 1900’s. This “New Order” was the driving force behind Hitler’s “Third Reich” and the inhumane atrocities of the Nazis. Hitler was funded and brought to power by these “elite” banking families, and their “point man” was none other than Prescott Bush, the father of George HW Bush, and the grandfather of our last president nicknamed “Dubya”.ii

It should never be forgotten that an integral part of this dark agenda is the “science of eugenics” or, in plain language – the establishment of a “master race” of white supermen while eliminating all “inferior” races from existing on planet earth. World War II did not end this godless insanity; it only caused it to go underground, working in covert secrecy, and planning for a “new unveiling” on a global scale. Eugenics did not originate in Nazi Germany, but rather, in the United States, the “Land of the Free”.

Furthermore, the sad reality is that the vast majority of the sadistic Nazi Gestapo S.S. officers under General Gehlen (Hitler’s head of the S.S. Gestapo) were given new identities, American citizenship papers, and employment in the newly-created Central Intelligence Agency as well as the NSA. We’re not talking about a few hundred upper echelon Nazis here, but literally thousands! The 2nd generation of Gestapo thugs and Nazi leadership is alive and well today. Its name is DYNCORP INTL. – and like an octopus hiding amongst the rocks of a coral reef, its dastardly tentacles has penetrated deep into, and gained virtual control of the DHS, the CIA, and of course, the NSA.

This paper will show strong evidence that DynCorp International is the driving force behind the manufacturing of weaponized viruses such as the “Novel H1N1”, and will also expose the true agenda behind their desire to vaccinate the world.
The evidence shows that DynCorp is responsible for the creation of these viruses at Ft. Detrick Maryland, the placing of nano-RFID chips into the virus' vaccine needles, and finally, the expansion of multiple new and immensely powerful TRACKING COMPUTERS for the NSA to implement the “final solution” and quite literally, to control and subjugate the entire world.

It literally follows this “B.A.N.G.” formula --- **Bits** (super-computers) control **Atoms** (nano-chips) which control **Neurons** (human mind control) which control **Genes** (Nazi eugenics).iii Make no mistake, the TECHNOLOGY TO COMPLETELY PROGRAM AND EVEN BUILD HUMANS IN THE LAB EXISTS AND IS BEING UTILIZED TODAY!!

The NSA's super-computers on-line at Ft. Meade literally scan the entire world’s telecommunications and record “suspicious” conversations. Likewise, the same super-computers have combined with biological nano-tech to literally resurrect and re-create various versions of the 1918 Killer Virus that killed millions of people worldwide.iv

The next phase is to use the same nano-tech to control the NEURONS of the human brain in massive, world-wide computerized mind control – with the ultimate goal to eventually control the human GENE POOL – ala the Nazi agenda of 1938. Let's explore the evidence behind each of these fact-based allegations. Consider the evidence trail, and draw your own conclusions.

**WHAT IS DYNCORP INTERNATIONAL?**

Founded in 1946 at the conclusion of WWII by associates of the CIA/NSA founder and O.S.S. director William “Wild Bill” Donovan (Dyn corp was then doing business as Eastern Air Freight Co.), Dyn corp Intl. was a continuous target of FBI surveillance and investigation during the 1950’s. In fact, following a recent FOI request, the FBI has released a whopping 747 pages of documents on the clearly questionable activities of “Wild Bill” Donovan and his cronies.v

The reason for such an investigation appears to be due to the early connections of Donovan, and CIA director Allen Dulles with the Nazi Gestapo chief, General Reinhardt Gehlen and Gehlen’s entourage of “scientists”, thugs, and spies that became a major part of the United States’ “intelligence” community following “Operation Paper Clip”.

This was all formally agreed to by treaty, and the CIA/NSA was formed following the signing of the “secret” “Treaty of Ft. Hunt.”vi General Gehlen became the de-facto head of the CIA's German office, after he and his family (he reportedly had a son born in 1941) allegedly assumed the surname of Woolsey and received U.S. citizenship papers listing a residence in Oklahoma. Reinhardt's alleged son, R. James Woolsey (born in 1941), appears to have followed in his father’s proud footsteps, and became the Director of DynCorp Intl., and headed up the CIA during the Clinton administration.
(While I was not able to fully corroborate Woolsey’s father actually being SS Gestapo Chief Gehlen, (certain PaperClip details are still unavailable) I must say only that the family resemblance is quite remarkable!)

Since its beginnings in 1946, DynCorp International today is, according to its own website, “a major government contractor for data processing, military operations and intelligence work.” DynCorp lists its primary “public sector clients” as: The Center for Disease Control (CDC), Department of Defense, Bureau of Census, Department of Education, Department of Energy, Department of Health and Human Services, Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), U.S. Air Force (USAF), U.S. Army, U.S. Navy, and of all things, the U.S. Postal Service (USPS).

The Truth is, DynCorp International is much more than that. According to CorpWatch and even Wikipedia, DynCorp International provides training for police forces worldwide, is the primary “private security force” in Iraq and provides top security for the CIA’s extensive poppy fields in Afghanistan, provided the security for New Orleans following Hurricane Katrina, is responsible for patrolling the entire U.S./Mexican Border, performs “essential services” in Colombia to known drug cartels, and of course – is deeply involved in the international “sex slave” trade so vividly portrayed in the recent movie “Taken” starring Liam Neeson.

It would appear that DynCorp is just as sleazy as its predecessor, the Nazi Gestapo. Could this have anything to do with its most powerful directors being related to Gestapo officers?
DYNCORP HOLDS VIRUS MANUFACTURING PATENTS

I was shocked to discover that DynCorp has dozens of U.S. and International Patents relating to the process of MANUFACTURING VIRUSES from African Green Monkey kidney cells. US Patent 6025182 – “Method for producing a virus from an african green monkey kidney cell line” was issued to DynCorp Intl. on February 15, 2000. This patent clearly describes the process of creating a “novel” virus from monkey cell material.

Moreover, we find that the “inventors” of the patented process, also are “employed” by Ft. Detrick – where we know that the 1918 killer flu virus was replicated and weaponized using monkey cell material.

Why would a para-military company like Dyncorp want to possess and patent dangerous, killer, man-made viruses? Once again, the answer lies in the writings and world model of Adolph Hitler’s Reich – the genocidal destruction of the unfit at a future date. It has been well established that thousands of Hitler's key henchmen came to America and were given new names and identities under the CIA's “Operation PaperClip”. Should anyone be surprised that their children and grandchildren would not continue in seeing the vision of Hitler’s utopia (The New Order of the Ages) become a reality??

DYNCORP HOLDS VIRUS VACCINE MANUFACTURING PATENTS

The website “Patent Storm” lists a total of 31 patents related to DynCorp. In addition to a patent that allows them to glean information and create detailed information files on targeted individuals from “peer to peer” websites such as Facebook and Twitter, Dyncorp holds exclusive patents on “influenza vaccines” made once again from African Green Monkey cells.

A careful search and review of exactly how the “novel H1N1” vaccine antigens are produced will show that the antigen is cultured in African Green Monkey cells. Considering the fact that many of Reinhardt Gehlen’s Nazi SS scientists were placed in large pharmaceutical positions once again during “Operation PaperClip” would explain how and why DynCorp Intl. would be positioned so strategically to reap windfall profits from the worldwide “pandemic influenza” vaccine market.

However, windfall profits is only a small part of the bigger picture. The pandemic influenza vaccine needles deliver dozens of small, nano-sized computer chips into the blood of each individual being vaccinated. These “nano-chips” are designed to pass the human “blood-brain barrier” and eventually lodge in the brain’s neurons.

After reaching their intended final destination in the human brain neurons, these incredible nano-chips then are designed to communicate via satellite with a covert master computer, and the unsuspecting victim becomes an unwilling spy tool. The victim’s eyes become the NSA’s remote camera, and their ears become their listening
device. This of course, is very ingenious, to say the least – but very, very dangerous to human freedom and privacy. The new RFID chips have a whopping 128-bit ROM capacity\textsuperscript{viii} (as much as many laptop computers) for storing a unique 38 digit number, which is then placed into the master computer’s data base along with the chip’s reading of the victim’s unique DNA structure.

Every human thought, reaction, hearing, and visual observation causes a certain neurological potential, spikes, and patterns in the brain and its electromagnetic fields, which can now be decoded into thoughts, pictures, and voices at the master computer. Electromagnetic stimulation via implanted microchips can therefore change a person's brainwaves and affect muscular activity, causing painful muscular cramps experienced as torture, or on the other extreme, can stimulate the brain with euphoria and feelings of extreme peace when the individual follows the master computer’s instructions.

The NSA’s electronic surveillance system housed underground at Ft. Meade, can today simultaneously follow and handle millions of people. Each of us has a unique bioelectrical resonance frequency in the brain, just as each human has unique fingerprints.

With electromagnetic frequency (EMF) brain stimulation fully coded by these 128-bit ROM nano-chips, specific pulsating electromagnetic signals can be sent to the brain, causing the desired voice and visual effects to be experienced by the target. In addition to having the eyes and ears of the victim sending signals to the master mainframe computer, the computer can also manipulate the very thoughts and physical behavior of the victim as well! This is a very real form of electronic warfare. U.S. astronauts were implanted before they were sent into space so their thoughts could be followed and all their emotions could be registered 24 hours a day by NASA computers in Houston.

A terrific website that explains all of this in great detail is:


I would also HIGHLY RECOMMEND that everyone reading this paper also take the time to view the 5 part presentation entitled “One Mainframe to Rule them All” on Youtube at this address: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XVWN1vl-eB4

This is exactly why Obama wants to restrict and curtail the internet – because so much TRUTH is given there – and the “mainstream” media cannot yet control its content! Watch and learn why you are still able!!
Nano-chips removed from a “powder” reported to be coating the inside of “H1N1” vaccine in comparison to a human hair.

**DYNCORP OWNS PHOENIX CONSULTING GROUP – THE SPY TRAINERS**

On or about October 20, 2009, DynCorp Intl. completed its acquisition of Alexandria Virginia-based Phoenix Consulting Group. Earlier in September, Phoenix Consulting Groups website, [www.intellpros.com](http://www.intellpros.com) outlined in rather graphic detail that it provided training for ALL intelligence officers in ALL branches of the intelligence community – from the CIA, the NSA, Navy Intelligence, Army Intelligence, etc. Now that Dyncorp owns Phoenix Consulting, the website is very vague about exactly what “intelligence courses” it provides – and of course, to exactly whom the “training” is offered.

Commenting on the merger, DynCorp CEO Bill Ballhaus declared: “This acquisition is consistent with our goal of accelerating growth, expanding service offerings and penetrating new segments.” “Phoenix’s talent complements DynCorp International’s business and extends our ability to deliver compelling services to the intelligence community and national security clients. This acquisition will continue to strengthen DynCorp International as a leading provider of specialized mission-critical services to civilian and military government agencies worldwide.”

What is amazing is that such a large merger would go virtually unreported in the media. DynCorp business must be very profitable in order to justify such a large, cash acquisition.

Now, the DynCorp/Phoenix website seems to be promoting Private Sector/Fortune 500 spy-training classes. An excerpt from their website promoting their corporate courses reads:

I SPY: Your competitor is snooping on you. So what’s wrong with that?
By William Green

A DOZEN STUDENTS descend on Disney's Paradise Island in Orlando, Fla. It's a balmy night in February and they are up to no good. They have been assigned to accost strangers and extract secrets from them.
Ava Youngblood targets a Philadelphia landscaper. Within minutes she's discovered that he makes $1,500 a week, has lost his savings in a wrenching divorce and owns a $150,000 house.

Another student collars an Arkansas businessman, quickly learning that he keeps at least $1,000 in his checking account. The student considers jotting down the number of the businessman’s American Express card.

A school for blackmailers and scam artists? Nope. These are corporate employees taking a course paid for by their bosses. Their teachers are William DeGenaro, who used to work in counterintelligence for the U.S. government, and John Nolan, who spent part of a 22-year military intelligence career recruiting and training spies in Germany, Cambodia and Vietnam.

The best corporate spooks appear innocent and friendly - and know when to play dumb.

The adjunct faculty at the Centre for Operational Business Intelligence includes John Quinn, who worked for the CIA as a Tokyo-based spy, and Lieutenant General (retired) James Williams, former director of the U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency.

The students are here to learn how to help their employers gather "competitive intelligence." That intelligence might concern the design and price of a competitor's upcoming product, the benefits of acquiring a rival business or the dangers of entering a new market.

If business is war, companies need intelligence about the other side. That's the premise on which the school is run. The course notes reinforce this warrior mentality with quotations from John Le Carre, and from Sun Tzu's The Art of War: "Spies are a most important element in war because upon them depends an army's ability to move."xv

**DYNCORP IS PARTNERED WITH THE NSA**

What is morally questionable about the “corporate training” outline above, is that by reviewing information on DynCorp’s public website one can find that DynCorp, a global “private” “for-profit” corporation is clearly in bed with the “public” company, the National Security Agency which operates on the taxpayer’s ledger.

For instance, DynCorp is currently advertising for a “Senior Director, Intelligence Community Capture Management” position with a SCI/NSA “Top Secret” Security Clearance. How exactly can a “private” corporation offer NSA “Top Secret” Security? This is insane!!
Furthermore, the Job Advertisement declares: **EXPERIENCE:** Must have demonstrated Intelligence Community (IC) business development and capture skills and possess a minimum of 10 years of relevant recent experience with IC/DoD, specifically working with the National Security Agency (NSA), National Reconnaissance Agency (NRO) and/or National Geospatial Agency (NGA), with preference to experience at the NSA. **Candidate must have a proven record of captures for large opportunities ($100+M) with high win rate in a Government contracting environment.** The candidate must have demonstrated history of positioning, defining strategy, and building proposal story for both large and small opportunities.\(^{xvi}\)

What exactly is meant by “Intelligence Community Capture Management”, “proven record of captures” and “capture skills”? To answer this question, I found a “primer” printed by the Federal Government Dept. of Justice titled: Understanding Contemporary Law Enforcement Intelligence: Concept and Defintion.\(^{xvii}\)

Amazingly, the term “capture” is defined as the successful garnering of sensitive, proprietary information, by whatever electronic surveillance medium is available. So, in the case of DynCorp, they are looking for an individual to “manage Captures” potentially worth over $100 million in the very lucrative “GOVERNMENT CONTRACTING ENVIRONMENT!!

Let’s be sure we fully understand this scenario. DynCorp partners up with SuperSpy Network NSA and its taxpayer-funded telecommunication spy satellites in order to give favorable treatment to its “bidding partners” in massive U.S. government contracts. It seems to me that the taxpayers are really getting shafted with this one!

Never fear, however, if you are a small, private company competitively bidding on a large government contract and fear that your telecommunications may have been hacked, you can always hire a NSA-trained “Certified Ethical Hacker” such as Mr. Haywood McDowell\(^{xviii}\) to run a simulated “hack” on your network! What a racket!! The scary thing is, this is clearly a new “growth industry” – Certified Ethical Hacking (CEH) certification and training. I wouldn’t be the least bit surprised that DynCorp/Phoenix provide the “certification” either.

**NSA IS EXPANDING THEIR ‘RACKET’ IN UTAH – FOR WHAT PURPOSE??**

In conclusion, this paper has shown that the NSA is not only supplying satellite spying for the U.S. Government and the Pentagon, but is also clearly working with “business clients” such as DynCorp International, IBM, and other Fortune 500 companies to give them a competitive advantage in the “global” marketplace. It should be clear that this “public” bureaucracy is making fistfuls of profits from taxpayer funded infrastructure. Incredibly, they want even more power and more control at the taxpayer’s expense.
In a place called “Camp Williams”, 30 miles south of Salt Lake City, Utah – the American taxpayer is being asked to spend at least $2 billion dollars for a new, state-of-the-art National Security Agency “data collection center”.

This “data center” will be spread over 200 acres and have 1 million square feet of building to house a “new generation” of supercomputer that will consume at least 36 Megawatts of electricity – currently more than the entire City of Salt Lake consumes! What type of new computer, given the advances in NANOTECHNOLOGY outlined in this paper, would need to consume this much electricity and span this large of a secure facility? What exactly is this “data center” intended to do?

The current NSA facility already is extremely effective in utilizing its satellite spying and hacking --- what exactly is the “next level” they wish to access? Unfortunately, all requests for even the most basic disclosures have been ignored by all levels of the “intelligence” community. 

I submit that until full disclosure is given to the Taxpayer, the “data center” has no business being built. There is simply too much at risk to allow complete “blind trust” to rule the day. Could this well be the “One Mainframe to Rule Them All, And in the Darkness Bind Them?” Common sense and past history leads us to no other logical conclusion!!
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